Safe, smart hearing: a soldier’s tactical advantage
There’s one contributing factor to the fog of war that’s often overlooked: the clamor of combat. Imagine the danger created for soldiers who have suffered hearing damage as a result of exposure to weapons fire or an IED explosion, and are unable to hear commands or incoming fire. If their hearing is impaired, they and their platoon are at a higher risk of not clearly hearing communications or incoming enemy fire.

The QIETPRO® QP400 intelligent hearing protection and communication system from Honeywell turns that potential impairment into a tactical advantage. It transforms a soldier’s hearing from a point of vulnerability to a tactical advantage. Based on combat-proven technology, QIETPRO® QP400 is the only intelligent hearing protection and communication system that provides your soldiers hearing protection, enhancement, and clear communication throughout the full spectrum of training and deployment operations.

QuietPro® QP400 Benefits
- The clearest two-way communications and speech intelligibility in extreme noise
- “Bionic hearing” technology delivers fast adaptive hearing protection for superior situational awareness and understanding in rapidly changing noise environments
- One solution for seamless transition between mounted and dismounted mobility platforms
- Maintenance of soldiers full hearing readiness before, during, and after deployment
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All you need to hear

Honeywell is now Sperian
Clear communication essential for understanding and adapting to rapidly changing environments

The ability for soldiers to identify, process, and comprehend critical information, and to communicate clearly in their environment is key to the success of any mission.

Always listening, always on.
QUETPRO® QP400’s bionic hearing expands soldiers’ personal situational awareness, understanding, and communication by adapting to changing noise and enhancing their hearing by amplifying external sounds. A soldier can detect immediate threats in sensitive operations and at further distances, assess rapidly changing environments and potential threats, and make smarter decisions about actions in combat.

Flexible, smart radio communications.
On foot patrol, mounted in a vehicle, or in the air, QUETPRO® QP400 provides full jump-on/plug-in capability throughout all mobility platforms. In fact, QUETPRO® QP400 adapts to the widest range of radio and comms platforms, maintaining simultaneous connections to personal and mounted radios, keeping soldiers networked and connected during all stages of their mission.

QUETPRO® QP400 specializes in (or is intended for):
• Environmental sounds, such as wind, rain, traffic, and ambient noise
• Face-to-face conversations
• Clear radio communications
• New ergonomic design
• Four-channel/intercom capability
• Optimum radio interface configuration
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QUIETPRO® QP400 is your first and best line of defense against noise-related hearing loss — and ensuring soldier readiness at all stages of deployment.
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QUIETPRO® QP400 enhances soldiers performance in combat through bionic hearing technologies that heighten their ability to communicate with fellow soldiers and better understand their environment. The system clearly reproduces natural sound, while its ultra-fast digital processor provides active hearing protection in continuous, intermittent, and impact noise environments — seamless to the user.
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